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Creation of the ‘Mathematics’ book was a rollercoaster ride. We had a plethora of ideas, suggestions
and decisions to ponder over. However, our basic premise was to keep this book in line with the new,
improved syllabus and to provide students with an absolutely fresh material.
Mathematics : Std. VIII has been prepared as per the new syllabus which is more child-centric and
focuses on active learning along-with making the process of education more enjoyable and interesting.
For better understanding of different types of questions, Topic-Wise Distribution of Textual Questions
and Practice Problems have been provided at the beginning of every chapter. Before each practice set, short
and easy explanation of different concepts with illustrations for better understanding is given. Solutions to
Textual Questions and Examples are provided in a lucid manner.
‘Smart Check’ given to enable the students to cross-check their answers.
‘Apply Your Knowledge’ covers all the Textual Activities and Projects along with their answers.
‘Multiple Choice Questions’ and ‘Additional Problems for Practice’ include multiple unsolved
problems for revision and in the process help the students to sharpen their problem solving skills. ‘Solved
examples’ from textbook are also included in the book.
Every chapter ends with a ‘Chapter Assessment’. This test stands as a testimony to the fact that the
child has understood the chapter thoroughly.
‘Activities for practice’ includes additional activities along with their answers for the students to
practice.
All the diagrams are neat and have proper labelling. The book has a unique feature that all the
constructions are as per the scale.
The journey to create a complete book is strewn with triumphs, failures and near misses. If you think
we’ve nearly missed something or want to applaud us for our triumphs, we’d love to hear from you.
Please write to us on : mail@targetpublications.org
A book affects eternity; one can never tell where its influence stops.

Best of luck to all the aspirants!

From,
Publisher
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Edition: Second

Disclaimer

This reference book is transformative work based on ‘Std. VIII Mathematics; First Edition: 2018’ published by the Maharashtra State Bureau of Textbook Production and
Curriculum Research, Pune. We the publishers are making this reference book which constitutes as fair use of textual contents which are transformed by adding and
elaborating, with a view to simplify the same to enable the students to understand, memorize and reproduce the same in examinations.

This work is purely inspired upon the course work as prescribed by the Maharashtra State Bureau of Textbook Production and Curriculum Research, Pune. Every care has
been taken in the publication of this reference book by the Authors while creating the contents. The Authors and the Publishers shall not be responsible for any loss or
damages caused to any person on account of errors or omissions which might have crept in or disagreement of any third party on the point of view expressed in the reference
book.
© reserved with the Publisher for all the contents created by our Authors.
No copyright is claimed in the textual contents which are presented as part of fair dealing with a view to provide best supplementary study material for the benefit of
students.
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Volume of cuboid / Volume of cube

Surface area of cylinder

Volume of cylinder

Figure

Total surface area = 6l2

l

h
l

b

Total surface area

= 2(l  b + b  h + l  h)

i.

1 cm = 10 mm

ii.

1 sq.cm = 1 cm × 1 cm

Q.1, 2, 3, 4

Q.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

1 cm
2 cm
3 cm

Here, volume of cuboid = 3 × 2 × 1 = 6 cc
i.e. there are 6 cubes of volume 1 cc each.
From this we get the formula,
Volume of a cuboid
= length × breadth × height

= 100 sq.mm

M

= 102 sq.mm

iii.

1 m = 100 cm

iv.

1 sq.m = 1 m × 1m

The space occupied by a cube of side 1 cm is a
standard unit of volume.
It is equal to 1 cubic centimetre and is written
as 1 cc or 1 cm3 in short.

Volume of cuboid:
As shown in the given figure, a cuboid is form
by arranging 6 cubes of volume 1 cc each.
Dimensions of obtained cuboid are
length = 3 cm, breadth = 2 cm, height = 1 cm

= 10 mm × 10 mm



= 10000 sq.cm

Volume of cube:
As shown in the given figure, 27 cubes each of
volume 1 cc are arranged to form a large cube.

SA

= 100 cm × 100 cm
= 104 sq.cm

Let’s Study

Volume of solid:
Three dimensional figures like cube, cuboid, cylinder
etc. occupy some space.
The measure of the space occupied by a solid is
called the volume of the solid.
192

Q.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7
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Cuboid

i.

Formulae
l

l

Q.1, 2, 3, 4
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The surface area of any three-dimensional object is
sum of the areas of all its faces.

Cube

Q.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6

Standard unit of volume

Let’s Recall

Shape

Q. Nos.
Q.1, 2, 3, 4

Volume of a cuboid = l × b × h

3 cm

3 cm
3 cm



Chapter 16: Surface Area and Volume
Step 3:

Volume of rectangular tray (cuboid)
= volume of mixture



l × b × h = 5000



length × 40 × 2.5 = 5000



length × 100 = 5000



length =

5000
= 50 cm
100

Remember This
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.


Volume of cube = l3
Volume of cuboid = l × b × h
Total volume of liquid in a container
= volume of the container
1 litre = 1000 cc = 1000 ml
1 cc = 1 ml

Practice Set 16.1

1.

Find the volume of a box if its length,
breadth and height are 20 cm, 10.5 cm and
8 cm respectively.
Given: For cuboid shaped box,
length (l) = 20 cm, breadth (b) = 10.5 cm
and height (h) = 8cm
To find: Volume of a box
Solution:
Volume of a box = l × b × h
= 20 × 10.5 × 8
= 1680 cc

The volume of the box is 1680 cc.

C
O

Examples:
1.
Find the volume of a cube with side 5 cm.
Given: Side of a cube (l) = 5 cm
To find: Volume of a cube
Solution:
Volume of a cube = (l)3 = (5)3
= 125 cc

The volume of the cube is 125 cc.

Volume of mixture = 5000 cc
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Volume of liquid:
i.
Space occupied by a liquid in a container is its
volume.
ii.
If a container is completely filled with liquid,
then the volume of the liquid will be equal to
the volume of the container.
iii.
If a cube of side 10 cm is filled with water,
then
volume of water in the cube = l3
= (10)3
= 1000cc
This volume is called 1 litre.
1 litre = 1000 cc = 1000 ml

1 cc = 1 ml

The volume of water filled in a cube of side
1 cm is 1 ml.

Step 2:

N



Here, volume of cube = 3 × 3 × 3 = 33 cc
If side of cube is l, then
Volume of a cube = l × l × l = l3

Find the volume of a cuboid whose length,
breadth and height are 5 cm, 4 cm and 3 cm
respectively.
Given: length (l) = 5 cm, breadth (b) = 4 cm and
height (h) = 3 cm
To find: Volume of a cuboid
Solution:
Volume of a cuboid = l × b × h
=5×4×3
= 60 cc.
The volume of the cuboid is 60 cc.
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3.

If 5 litre molten mixture of khoa and sugar
is poured in a tray, it fills to its full
capacity. Find the length of the tray if its
breadth is 40 cm and height is 2.5 cm.
(Textbook pg. no. 108)

Solution:
To solve the example fill the empty boxes
with suitable numbers.

Step 1:

Capacity of tray = 5 litre = 5000 cc
...[ 1 litre = 1000 cc]

2.

A cuboid shaped soap bar has volume
150 cc. Find its thickness if its length is
10 cm and breadth is 5 cm.
Given: For cuboid shaped soap bar,
length (l) = 10 cm, breadth (b) = 5 cm and
volume = 150 cc
To find: Thickness of the soap bar (h)
Solution:
Volume of soap bar = l × b × h

150 = 10 × 5 × h

150 = 50h


150
=h
50



3=h
i.e., h = 3 cm
The thickness of the soap bar is 3 cm.
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Std. VIII: Maths

Number of bricks =

i.

Volume of a brick = l1 × b1 × h1
= 25 × 15 × 10 cc
l2 = 6 m = 6 × 100

...[ 1m = 100cm]

...[ 1 litre =1000 cc]



= 1,80,000 litre
The capacity of the tank is 18,00,00,000 cc
and it can hold 1,80,000 litre of water.

Let’s Study

Cylinder:
A cylinder has altogether three surfaces. Of
these, two surfaces are flat and circular. The
remaining surface is curved and it is called
curved surface area of the cylinder
circular surface

curved surface

= 600 cm
h2 = 2.5 m = 2.5 × 100 = 250 cm
b2 = 0.5 m = 0.5 × 100 = 50 cm

Volume of the wall = l2 × b2 × h2
= 600 × 50 × 250 cc

=



Surface area of cylinder
A

B

600  50  250
25  15  10

D

C

= 40 × 2 × 25
= 2000 bricks
2000 bricks are required to build the wall.

For rain water harvesting a tank of length
10 m, breadth 6 m and depth 3 m is built.
What is the capacity of the tank? How
many litre of water can it hold?
Given: For a cuboidal tank,
Length (l) = 10 m, breadth (b) = 6 m,
depth (h) = 3 m
To find: Capacity of the tank and litre of water tank
can hold.
Solution:

SA
i.

l = 10 m = 10  100

D

A

B

C

AB

DC

B
b=h

D



...[ 1m = 100cm]

= 1000 cm,
b = 6 m = 6  100 = 600 cm,
h = 3 m = 3  100 = 300 cm
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A

As shown in the figure, if we join the opposite
sides of a rectangle, we get a cylinder.
The breadth of the rectangle becomes the
height of the cylinder, and the length of the
rectangle becomes the circumference of the
circular part.

M

4.

circular surface

volume of the wall
Number of bricks =
volume of a brick

PL
E

iii.

18,00,00,000
litre
1000

=

C
O

ii.

Capacity of the tank = Volume of the tank
= 18,00,00,000 cc
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volume of the wall
volume of a brick



ii.

N

How many bricks of length 25 cm, breadth
15 cm and height 10 cm are required to
build a wall of length 6 m, height 2.5 m and
breadth 0.5 m?
Given: For the cuboidal shape brick:
length (l1) = 25 cm, breadth (b1) = 15 cm,
height (h1) = 10 cm
For the cuboidal shape wall:
length (l2) = 6 m, height (h2) = 2.5 m,
breadth (b2) = 0.5 m
To find: Number of bricks required
Solution:
When all the bricks are arranged to build a
wall, the volume of all the bricks is equal to
volume of wall.

Volume of the tank = l × b × h
= 1000 × 600 × 300
= 18,00,00,000 cc

3.



l = 2πr

C

Curved surface area of cylinder
= Area of rectangle
= length  breadth
= Cirumference of circular part
 height of cylinder
= 2r  h
Curved surface area of cylinder = 2rh



Chapter 16: Surface Area and Volume



radius (r) =

d
2
= =1m
2
2

PL
E

Total surface area of the tank (cylinder)
= 2r(h + r)
= 2 × 3.14 × 1 (4 + 1)
= 2 × 3.14 × 1 × 5
= 3.14  10
= 31.4 sq.m
The total surface area of the tank is
31.4 sq.m.



= 2rh
=2×

= 2 × 22 × 10
= 440 sq.cm

Total surface area of the cylinder:
= 2r(h + r)



=2×

22
× 7 × 17
7

The curved surface area of the cylinder is
440 sq.cm and its total surface area is
748 sq.cm.

Given: r = 1.4 cm and h = 2.1 cm
To find: Curved surface area of cylinder and
total surface area
Solution:
Curved surface area of the cylinder
= 2rh
=2×

22
× 1.4 × 2.1
7

= 2 × 22 × 0.2 × 2.1
= 18.48 sq.cm
Total surface area of the cylinder
= 2r (h + r)

M
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.

22
× 7 (10 + 7)
7

ii.

Curved surface area of cylinder = 2rh
Total surface area of cylinder = 2r (h + r)

=2×

22
× 1.4 (2.1 + 1.4)
7

Practice Set 16.2

=2×

22
× 1.4 × 3.5
7

In each example given below, radius of base
of a cylinder and its height are given. Then
find the curved surface area and total
surface area.
r = 7cm, h = 10 cm
r = 1.4 cm, h = 2.1 cm
r = 2.5 cm, h = 7 cm
r = 70 cm, h = 1.4 cm
r = 4.2 cm, h = 14 cm

= 2 × 22 × 0.2 × 3.5
= 30.80 sq.cm

SA
1.

=2×

= 2 × 22 × 17
= 748 sq.cm

Remember This
i.
ii.

22
× 7 × 10
7

C
O

Example:
1.
A cylindrical shaped water tank that is
closed with a lid has diameter of 2 m and
height of 4 m. Find the total surface area of
the tank.
Given: For the cylindrical shape tank,
Diameter (d) = 2 m,
height (h) = 4 m
To find: Total surface area of the tank
Solution:
Diameter (d) = 2 m,

Given: r = 7 cm and h = 10 cm
To find: Curved surface area of cylinder and
total surface area
Solution:
Curved surface area of the cylinder
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i.

N

Since, the upper and lower part of the cylinder
are circular,
Total surface area of cylinder
= Curved surface area
h
+ area of upper surface
+ area of lower surface
r
= Curved surface area
+ 2 × area of circular faces
= 2rh + 2r2
= 2r (h + r)
Total surface area of cylinder = 2r (h + r)



The curved surface area of the cylinder is
18.48 sq.cm and its total surface area is
30.80 sq.cm.

iii.

Given: r = 2.5 cm and h = 7 cm
To find: Curved surface area of cylinder and
total surface area

195



Std. VIII: Maths
Total surface area of the cylinder
= 2r (h + r)

=2×

22
× 2.5 × 7 = 2 × 22 × 2.5
7

= 110 sq.cm
Total surface area of the cylinder
= 2r (h + r)


22
× 2.5 (7 + 2.5)
7
22
× 2.5 × 9.5
=2×
7
1045
=
7

=2×

= 149.29 sq.cm
The curved surface area of the cylinder is
110 sq.cm and its total surface area is
149.29 sq.cm.

Given: r = 70 cm and h = 1.4 cm
To find: Curved surface area of cylinder and
total surface area
Solution:
Curved surface area of the cylinder
= 2rh
=2×

22
× 70 × 1.4
7

PL
E

= 2 × 22 × 10 × 1.4
= 616 sq.cm

Total surface area of the cylinder
= 2r (h + r)
=2×

22
× 70 (1.4 + 70)
7

22
× 70 × 71.4
=2×
7

M

= 2 × 22 × 10 × 71.4 = 2  22  714
= 31416 sq.cm
The curved surface area of the cylinder is
616 sq.cm and its total surface area is
31416 sq.cm.

SA



v.

Given: r = 4.2 cm and h = 14 cm
To find: Curved surface area of cylinder and
total surface area
Solution:
Curved surface area of the cylinder
= 2rh
=2×

22
× 4.2 × 14 = 2 × 22 × 4.2 × 2
7

= 369.60 sq.cm

196

=2×

22
× 4.2 × 18.2
7

= 2 × 22 × 0.6 × 18.2
= 480.48 sq.cm
The curved surface area of the cylinder is
369.60 sq.cm and its total surface area is
480.48 sq.cm.

Find the total surface area of a closed
cylindrical drum if its diameter is 50 cm
and height is 45 cm. ( = 3.14)
Given: For cylindrical drum:
Diameter (d) = 50 cm
and height (h) = 45 cm
To find: Total surface area of the cylindrical drum
Solution:
Diameter (d) = 50 cm

C
O

iv.

22
× 4.2 (14 + 4.2)
7

N



2.

=2×

TE
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Solution:
Curved surface area of the cylinder
= 2rh





radius (r) =

d
50
=
= 25 cm
2
2

Total surface area of the cylindrical drum
= 2r (h + r)
= 2 × 3.14 × 25 (45 + 25)
= 2 × 3.14 × 25 × 70
= 10,990 sq.cm
The total surface area of the cylindrical
drum is 10,990 sq.cm.

3.

Find the area of base and radius of a
cylinder if its curved surface area is
660 sq.cm and height is 21 cm.
Given: Curved surface area = 660 sq.cm, and
height = 21 cm
To find: area of base and radius of a cylinder
Solution:
i.
Curved surface area of cylinder = 2rh
22
× r × 21
7



660 = 2 ×



660 = 2 × 22 × r × 3



660
=r
2  22  3



660
=r
2  66



5=r
i.e., r = 5 cm



Chapter 16: Surface Area and Volume
ii.

Area of a base of the cylinder = r2
=

22
×5×5
7

=

550
7



The area of the sheet required to make the
cylindrical container is 2376 sq. cm and the
approximate area of a sheet required to
make the lid is 792 sq. cm.

Let’s Study

= 78.57 sq.cm

Find the area of the sheet required to make
a cylindrical container which is open at one
side and whose diameter is 28 cm and
height is 20 cm. Find the approximate area
of the sheet required to make a lid of height
2 cm for this container.

Given: For cylindrical container:
diameter (d) = 28 cm, height (h1) = 20 cm
For cylindrical lid:
height (h2) = 2 cm

ii. Area of sheet required to made a lid
Solution:

To find how much water (or liquid) a cylinder
can hold, we have to find the volume of the
cylinder.
Volume of any prism = area of base × height
Since, base of a cylinder is circular,

Volume of a cylinder = r2  h = r2h



Example:
1.

The height and radius of a cylindrical vessel
are 10 cm and 28 cm respectively. Find the

d
28
=
= 14 cm
2
2

Given: For cylindrical vessel:
height (h) = 10 cm and

radius (r) =

i.

Surface area of the cylinder with one side
open = Curved surface area + Area of a base

To find: Capacity of the vessel
Solution:
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Volume of the vessel = r2h

= 2rh1 + r2

=

= r (2h1 + r)

= 24640 cc
Capacity of the vessel = Volume of vessel

M

= 22  2 × 54

= 24,640 cc

= 2376 sq.cm

=

SA

Area of sheet required to made a lid
= Curved surface area of lid

= r (2h2 + r)
22
 14  (2  2 + 14)
7

= 22  2  (4 + 14)
= 22  2  18
= 792 sq. cm

24,640
litre
1000

...[1 litre = 1000 cc]

+ Area of upper surface

= 24.64 litre

= 2rh2 + r2

=

22
 28  28  10
7

= 22  4  28  10

22
× 14 × (2 × 20 + 14)
7

= 22 × 2 × (40 + 14)

ii.

22 
7 

radius (r) = 28 cm.

diameter (d) = 28 cm

=




capacity of the vessel in litres.   

C
O

To find: i. Surface area of the cylinder with one
side open

Volume of a cylinder

TE
N
T

4.

The radius of the cylinder is 5 cm and the
area of its base is 78.57 sq.cm.

N





The capacity of the vessel is 24.64 litre.

Remember This
i.
ii.
iii.

Curved surface area of cylinder = 2rh
Total surface area of cylinder = 2r (h + r)
Volume of cylinder = r2h
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Something More
Leonard Euler, discovered an interesting formula regarding the faces, vertices and edges of solid figures.
Count and write the faces, vertices and edges of the following figures and complete the table. From the table verify
(Textbook pg. no. 113)
Euler’s formula, F + V = E + 2.
Ans:
Cube

Cuboid

Triangular
Prism

Triangular
pyramid

Pentagonal
pyramid

Hexagonal
prism

6
8

6
8

5
6

4
4

6
6

8
12

12

12

9

6

10

18

Shapes

Faces (F)
Vertices
(V)
Edges (E)

N

From the above table, F + V = E + 2 i.e. Euler’s formula is verified.
iii.

Find the volume of the cylinder if height (h)
and radius of the base (r) are as given
below.

i.

r = 10.5 cm, h = 8 cm

ii.

r = 2.5 m, h = 7 m

iii.

r = 4.2 cm, h = 5 cm

iv.

r = 5.6 cm, h = 5 cm

i.

Given:

PL
E

1.

r = 10.5 cm and h = 8 cm

To find: Volume of the cylinder
Solution:

Volume of the cylinder = r2h

M

=

22
× 10.5 × 10.5 × 8
7

Given:

r = 2.5 m and h = 7 m

Volume of the cylinder = r2h
=

22
× 2.5 × 2.5 × 7
7

= 22 × 2.5 × 2.5
= 137.5 cu.m

198

The volume of the cylinder is 137.5 cu.m.

=

22
× 4.2 × 4.2 × 5
7

= 22 × 0.6 × 4.2 × 5
= 277.2 cc
The volume of the cylinder is 277.2 cc.

iv.

Given: r = 5.6 cm and h = 5 cm
To find: Volume of the cylinder
Solution:
Volume of the cylinder = r2h
=

= 2772 cc

To find: Volume of the cylinder
Solution:





= 22 × 1.5 × 10.5 × 8

The volume of the cylinder is 2772 cc.

SA
ii.

Given: r = 4.2 cm and h = 5 cm
To find: Volume of the cylinder
Solution:
Volume of the cylinder = r2h

C
O

Practice Set 16.3
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Name



22
× 5.6 × 5.6 × 5
7

= 22 × 0.8 × 5.6 × 5
= 492.8 cc
The volume of the cylinder is 492.8 cc.

2.

How much iron is needed to make a rod of
length 90 cm and diameter 1.4 cm?
Given: For cylindrical rod:
length of rod (h) = 90 cm, and
diametre (d) = 1.4 cm
To find: Iron required to make a rod
Solution:
diametre (d) = 1.4 cm


radius (r) =

d
1.4
=
= 0.7 cm
2
2



Chapter 16: Surface Area and Volume
Volume of rod = r2h

=

= 22 × 0.1 × 0.7 × 90
= 138.60 cc
138.60 cc of iron is required to make the
rod.

3.

How much water will a tank hold if the
interior diameter of the tank is 1.6 m and
its depth is 0.7 m?
Given: interior diameter of the tank (d) = 1.6 m
and depth (h) = 0.7 m
To find: Capacity of the tank
Solution:
interior diameter of the tank (d) = 1.6 m


d
2

Interior radius (r) = =

1.6
2

= 0.8 m
= 0.8  100
= 80cm

h = 0.7 m = 0.7  100 = 70 cm
Capacity of the tank = Volume of the tank
= r2h


4.

= 1408 litre
The tank can hold 1408 litre of water.

Find the volume of the cylinder if the
circumference of the base of cylinder is
132 cm and height is 25 cm.
Given: Circumference of the base of cylinder
= 132 cm and height (h) = 25 cm
To find: Volume of the cylinder
Solution:
i.
Circumference of base of cylinder = 2r


132 = 2 ×



132  7
=r
2  22



6 7
=r
2

22
×r
7




3×7=r
r = 21 cm

ii.

Volume of the cylinder = r2h

22
× 80 × 80 × 70
7

PL
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=

...[ 1 litre = 1000 cc]

C
O

…[ 1m = 100cm]

= 22 × 80 × 80 × 10

1408000
litre
1000

TE
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22
× 0.7 × 0.7 × 90
7

N

=

= 1408000 cc



=

22
× 21 × 21 × 25
7

= 22 × 3 × 21 × 25
= 34650 cc
The volume of the cylinder is 34650 cc.

Activities for Practice

If radius of base of a cylinder and its height
are 14 cm and 49 cm respectively, find the
total surface area.
Solution:
Total surface area of the cylinder:

=

=

SA

22
× 14 ×
7

= 2 × 22 ×
=

1000

litres
litres

Answers
1.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

(h + r)
63
126
5544

2.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

lbh
30000
30000
30

sq.cm

The length, breadth and height of an oil can
are 30 cm, 20 cm and 50 cm respectively.
How much oil will it contain?
Solution:
Capacity of the oil can
= Volume of the oil can

cc

=

= 2r
=2×

...[Formula]

=

M

1.

2.
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Multiple Choice Questions

2.

3.

4.

1 litre = _______cc
(A) 102
(C) 104

(B)
(D)

10
105

1 sq. cm = _______
(A) 101 sq. mm
(C) 103 sq. mm

(B)
(D)

102 sq. mm
104 sq. mm

5.

The volume of water that can be filled in a
cube of side 1 cm is ______.
(A) 10 ml
(B) 1 ml
2
(C) 10 ml
(D) 103 ml

6.

If the volume of a cuboidal tank is 1,65,000 cc,
then how many litres of water can it hold?
(A) 165000000 litre (B) 165 litre
(C) 1650 litre
(D) 16500 litre

7.

If the radius of a cylinder is 1.4 cm, then the
sum of the areas of its upper and lower
surfaces is
(A) 12.32 sq. cm
(B) 6.16 sq. cm
(C) 123.2 sq. cm
(D) 61.6 sq. cm

3

The measure of the space occupied by a solid
is called the _______ of the solid.
(A) area
(B) perimeter
(C) volume
(D) surface area
Volume of any prism = Area of base  ______
(A) diameter
(B) diagonal
(C) height
(D) perimetre

TE
N
T

1.

N

Additional Problems for Practice

2.

3.

A cuboidal shaped geometry box has volume
289 cc. Find its thickness if its length is 17 cm
and breadth is 8.5 cm.
Sweet boxes of the shape of cube of side 20
cm are to be placed in a packaging box having
1 m length, 60 cm breadth and 60 cm height.
Find the number of sweet boxes that can be
placed in a packaging box.
The length, breadth and height of a cubodial
warehouse is 6 m, 4 m, and 4 m respectively.
How many cube shaped boxes of side 40 cm
will fill the warehouse completely?

M

+4.

Find the volume of a container if its length,
breadth and height are 30 cm, 15.5 cm and
9 cm respectively.

PL
E

1.

+6.

r = 2.1 cm, h = 12 cm
r = 2.8 cm, h = 7 cm

2.

Find the total surface area of a closed
cylindrical tank if its diameter is 70 cm and
height is 25 cm.

3.

Find the area of base and radius of a cylinder
if its curved surface area is 616 sq.cm and
height is 14 cm.

4.

A cylindrical closed water tank is to be built
for supplying drinking water to a small
village. The tank will have diameter and
height of 10 m and 2 m respectively. Find the
expenditure of construction of the tank if the
rate of construction is ` 750 per sq.m.

+5.

A water tank of cylindrical shape has diameter
1 m and height 2 m. Tank is closed with lid.
The tank is to be painted internally and
externally including the lid. Find the
expenditure if the rate of painting is
` 80 per sq.m.( = 3.14)

6.

An aluminium sheet having 6.6 m length and
3 m breadth is to be used for making
cylinderical pipes having 60 cm length and
7 cm radius. Find how many pipes can be
made from this sheet?

+7.

A zinc sheet is of length 3.3 m and breadth
3 m. How many pipes of length 30 cm and
radius 3.5 cm can be made from this sheet?

Find how many litres of milk will a cuboidal
shaped milk-tank contain, if its length,
breadth and height is 2 m, 1 m and 60 cm
respectively.

SA

5.

i.
ii.

C
O

Based on Practice Set 16.1

Find how many litre of water will a cuboidal
fish tank contain if its length, breadth and
height are 1 m, 40 cm and 50 cm respectively.

Based on Practice Set 16.2
1.

200

In each example given below, radius of base of
a cylinder and its height are given. Then find
the curved surface area and total surface area.



Chapter 16: Surface Area and Volume
+5.

Based on Practice Set 16.3
Find the volume of a cylinder whose height is
30 cm and radius of the base is 5 cm.
( = 3.14)

+2.

Find the volume of a cylinder whose height is
10 cm and radius of base is 5 cm ( = 3.14)

3.

How much water is needed to fill a cylindrical
tank of length 80 cm and diameter 28 cm?

4.

A cylindrical barrel contains 137.5 litre petrol.




22 

drum is 70.4 litre.   
7 

6.

Find the volume of the cylinder if the
circumference of the base of cylinder is 88 cm
and height is 30 cm.

+7.

Radius of a solid copper cylinder is 4.2 cm
and its height is 16 cm. How many discs of
diameter 1.4 cm and thickness 0.2 cm can be
made from this cylinder melting it.

22 

Its height is 70 cm. Find its radius.   
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1.

Height of a cylindrical drum is 56 cm. Find
the radius of the drum if the capacity of that

Chapter Assessment

Total marks: 15

i.

To find how much water a cylindrical tank can
hold, we have to find the _______ of the tank.
(B)

curved surface area

(C)

total surface area

(D)

volume

Find the area of the base of the cylinder if
radius of the base is 1.4 cm.
(A)

6.16 sq. cm

(B)

61.6 sq. cm

(C)

616 sq. cm

(D)

0.616 sq. cm

If the volume of a small box is 32 cc and that
of a large box is 480 cc, then how many such
small boxes can be placed in a large box?
(A)

16

(B)

20

(C)

17

(D)

15

M

iii.

area

PL
E

ii.

(A)

ii.

A cuboidal shaped briefcase has volume
8505 cc. Find its thickness if its length is 45
cm and breadth is 27 cm.

N

Choose the correct alternative for each of
the following questions.
[3]

iii.

Find the volume of a cylinder whose height is
20 cm and radius of the base is 10 cm.
( = 3.14)

3.

Attempt any two of the following questions.

C
O

1.

i.

A truck hired for transporting strawberries to
the city market has loading area of length 3 m,
breadth 2 m and height 2 m. If the strawberries
are packed in boxes having side 20 cm, how
many boxes can be loaded in the truck?

ii.

Height of a cylindrical drum is 28 cm. Find
the radius of the drum, if its capacity is


2.

Attempt the following questions.

i.

Rahim’s family needs about 200 litre water
per day. So he bought a plastic tank whose
length, breadth and height are 80 cm, 50 cm
and 50 cm respectively. Can this tank satisfy
their need?

22 

35.2 litre.   
7 


[6]

SA

[6]

iii.

Radius of a solid copper cylinder is 4.2 cm
and its height is 16 cm. How many discs of
diameter 1.4 cm and thickness 0.2 cm can be
made from this cylinder melting it.

Answers
Multiple Choice Questions

1.

(B)

2.

(B)

3.

(C)

4.

(C)

5.

(B)

6.

(B)

7.

(A)
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Std. VIII: Maths
Additional Problems for Practice
2.
3.
4.
6.

Based on Practice Set 16.1
1.
3.
5.

4185 cc
45 boxes
1200 litre

2.
4.
6.

2 cm
1500 boxes
200 litre

13,200 sq.cm.
area of base = 154 sq. cm, r = 7 cm
` 1,65,000
5.
` 1256
75 pipes
7.
150 pipes

Based on Practice Set 16.3

1.

1.
3.
5.
7.

i.

Curved surface area = 158.4 sq.cm,
total surface area = 186.12 sq.cm.
Curved surface area = 123.2 sq.cm,
total surface area = 172.48 sq.cm.

ii.

2355 cc
49.280 litre
20 cm
2880 discs

Chapter Assessment
i.
i.
i.

(D)
Yes.
1500 boxes

ii.
ii.
ii.

(A)
7 cm
20 cm

iii.
iii.
iii.

2.
4.
6.

785 cc.
25 cm
18480 cc

(D)
6280 cc
2880 discs

N

1.
2.
3.

TE
N
T

Based on Practice Set 16.2

Important Formulae
Shape

1.

Cuboid

Figure

i.

Total surface area of a cuboid = 2(lb + bh + hl)

ii.

Volume of a cuboid = l  b  h

i.

Total surface area of a cube = 6l2

ii.

Volume of a cube = l3

i.

Curved surface area of a cylinder = 2rh

h

ii.

Total surface area of a cylinder = 2r(r + h)

r

iii.

Volume of a cylinder = r2h

h

b

l

2.

l

PL
E

3.

Cube

Formulae

C
O

Sr. No.

Cylinder

When to use formulae related to Area and Volume?

SA

M

In a word problem a sitution arises when we don’t understand when to use formulae of area or volume.
Here, with some examples we have explained when to use them.
Area:
Area describes the amount of space enclosed.
Examples:
i.
Suppose you want to paint your room, which is of cuboidal shape and the rate of painting is ` 10 per sq.m.
In this case, to find total cost of the painting we need to find the total area of all the walls.
ii.
How much cloth is required to make a cylindrical shape lantern?
In this case, we have to find the curved surface area of a cylinder.
Volume:
Volume determines the capacity of solid.
In a question if capacity of solid is given or has to be found, we have to use formulae of volume of solid.
Example:
How much water can a cuboidal water tank contain?
In this case, we have find capacity of the tank.
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